
Nigerian American producer and composer Hope Udobi Nwachukwu has 
launched his highly anticipated and vastly poignant debut album 'In The 
Wild'. The project stylishly fuses a number of genres from Jazz through 
Hip Hop, Soul, Classical and RnB. It sees Hope venture with creative 
freedom and depth of thought into realms of unpredictable and 
fascinating audio expression. These ever-changing soundscapes build a 
cinematic experience around listeners, proving all at once immersive, 
provocative, and deeply human. 

Recorded and produced in studios across New York, DC and Miami, concluding in 
a session with Grammy winning producer and engineer Jimmy 'The Senator' 
Douglass, In The Wild is a beautifully unpredictable hit of absolute escapism and 
musical prowess, inspired by Hope's own harrowing experiences witnessing the aftermath 
of a Bakassi Biker Gang massacre in Aba, Nigeria; In The Wild essentially encapsulating the 
idea of 'In The World'. 

Despite his impressive achievements to date, 2019 undoubtedly marks the beginning of an even 
greater journey. 

Later that year, his debut album hit the digital shelves, with an April 26th launch show at the 
legendary Blue Note Jazz Club in NYC. The highly anticipated conceptual project, entitled In 
The Wild, is a collection of songs inspired by some of his own harrowing experiences 
surviving one of the many machete massacres carried out by the Bakassi Boys gang 
in Aba, Nigeria, living through poverty, lawlessness and government corruption; In 
The Wild essentially encapsulating the idea of  what it’s like to be “in the jungle”. 

The album stylishly fuses Jazz with Hip Hop, Soul, Afrobeat and Classical. It 
sees Udobi venture with creative freedom and depth of thought into 
realms of unpredictable and fascinating audio expression. These ever-
changing soundscapes build a cinematic experience around 
listeners, proving all at once immersive, provocative, and deeply 
human. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3a-fG6UZ5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMz695Uzlb8
https://open.spotify.com/album/75RoD94dqgylOjnzC761B9
https://www.amazon.com/Wild-Udobi/dp/B07QDJQ38Z?tag=smarturl-pivot-20
https://music.apple.com/us/album/in-the-wild/1459035343?app=music
https://www.instagram.com/udobimusic
https://www.twitter.com/udobimusic
https://www.facebook.com/udobimusic
www.udobimusic.com
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